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Chapter 1

Introduction

E�orts converging in many di�erent �elds of research suggest that human

movements are organized as actions and not reactions, that is, they are

initiated by a motivated person, de�ned by a goal, and guided by informa-

tion [1]. Several lines of research on normal motor development indicate

that, even in a newborn, movements are not just re�exes, but have an in-

tention [1, 2]. From birth onwards, children are involved in their world.

When it comes to neurodevelopmental disorders with a genetic basis such

as Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD), Attention De�cit and Hyperactivity

Disorder (ADHD), Tourette Syndrome, etc, behavioural analysis or pheno-

typing, is instrumental for the analysis of the roles of genes in behaviour [3].

Furthermore, brain circuits that have been traditionally considered to be in-

volved in the regulation of motor output, such as the cerebellum or the basal

ganglia, are now recognized to be also involved in non-motor functions, such

as cognitive, mnemonic, and emotional functions [4, 5]. Taking all the above

into consideration it is likely that behaviour disorder of neurodevelopmental

origin usually diagnosed after language development, such as ASD, ADHD,

Tourette Syndrome, and others, may be present as early as infancy.

Autism is a behavioural disorder, which begins in childhood, characterized

by de�cits in three basic domains: social interaction, language and commu-
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CHAPTER 1. Introduction

nication, and pattern of interest. It is well known that autism has a strong

genetic component, and that biological disease mechanisms leading to autism

are already active during foetal development and/or infancy. This is demon-

strated, for example, by abnormal pattern of brain growth during late foetal

and early postnatal life (see [6] for a review). Autism is usually diagnosed

at the age of 3 years and in many cases after a period of seemingly normal

neurological and behavioural development. The diagnosis of autism is purely

clinical as there are no laboratory tests to con�rm or disprove the diagno-

sis. It has been recognized that, although typical autism is not associated

with major neurological de�cits, autism has characteristic manifestations in

the perceptual and motor domains. Shortcomings in the perceptual domain

include altered processing and recognition of socially relevant information

from facial expression (see [7] for a review), de�cits in perception of motion

cues [8, 9, 10, 11], di�culty in disengaging attention [12] and alterations of

auditory processing [13, 14]. Studies based on analysis of home-made movies

suggest that an impairment of spontaneous attention toward social stimuli is

present already at 20 months [15] if not sooner [16]. In addition, an autism-

like syndrome is frequently observed in congenitally blind children [17]. All

these observations suggest that at least some individuals with autism are

characterized by an early de�cit of �low-level� perceptual processing which

jeopardizes their ability to develop higher-level capacities such as language

and interpersonal skills. Motor impairments in autism include de�cits in pos-

tural re�exes [18, 19, 20], repetitive, stereotyped movements and awkward

patterns of object manipulation, lack of purposeful exploratory movements

[21], gaze abnormalities [22] , unusual gait patterns [23], and alterations of

movement planning and execution [24], which express themselves as �hyper-

dexterity� [25, 26]. Motor abnormalities may be observed retrospectively in

infants who later develop the autistic syndrome. This is based on home-made

movies �lmed during the �rst year of life [27, 28]. These clinical observations

are consistent with a large body of evidence of subtle structural and func-
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CHAPTER 1. Introduction

tional abnormalities of cortical and subcortical neural systems involved in

movement planning and execution, such as the prefrontal cortex, the basal

ganglia and the cerebellum [6, 29, 30].

The diagnosis of ASD is currently made at the age of 3; ADHD is always

considered as an alternative diagnosis of �high functioning� autism; Tourette

Syndrome is diagnosed at age 7 or later.

Figure 1.1: Current diagnostic tools

As shown in Fig.1.1, infancy, i.e. the �rst 2-3 years of life before language

development, represents an important temporal window for an early diagno-

sis of ASD. Tests currently used for diagnosis are in the form of questionnaires

[31] or consist in the observation of children's movements [28]. Goal-directed

action in normally developing babies, can be assessed both under labora-

tory and naturalistic conditions. The most advanced technological set-ups

available in research labs on autism/developmental disorders may currently

include some sophisticated systems for movement analysis, such as:

� Stereophotogrammetric systems for movement analysis: these are rather
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sophisticated and costly technologies. They require highly structured

environments. Generally cameras have to be carefully positioned and

calibrated, leading to �eld-of-view problems, i.e. markers placed on the

subject's body always have to be spotted by a given number of cam-

eras in order to reconstruct their position in 3D space. Highly trained

personnel are required to operate them;

� Gaze-tracking devices thus far in use, including commercially available

ones, can be applied in speci�c contexts. Generally, the subject is

required to face speci�c directions, e.g. they are particularly suitable

when the subject looks at a TV monitor. Gaze tracking devices become

unsuitable in the case of infants;

� Force platforms, often combined with photogrammetric systems, are

used to measure Ground Reaction Forces (GRFs) as the subject walks

on a platform. A major limitation is that measures are provided only

when the subject steps onto the platform, i.e. they are not continual.

Data extracted from a force platform are very useful when the walk-

ing pattern is somehow cyclic, i.e. the time the subjects stays on the

platform is representative of the whole walking dynamics. In the case

of infants and toddlers, clearly the time spent on the platform is no

longer signi�cant for the whole walking time;

� Data gloves: only recently some research projects are facing the prob-

lem of developing data gloves for children, which can be potentially

combined with customized virtual reality environments.

A limitation common to all previously mentioned technologies is that, despite

providing very accurate measurements, tasks need to be performed in well-

controlled and highly structured environments as well as in accurately known

and repeatable conditions. This is rarely possible when infants are involved

and often impossible in poorly structured environments such as clinical cen-
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Figure 1.2: Robotic toys for therapy: a) three facial expressions from the ESRA robot

and the Playtest device; b) Robota doll; c) Keepon robot; d) Roball

tres or nurseries. Deployment of state of the art technologies, e.g. interactive

mobile robots, already proved potentially viable for research on autism [32].

Scassellati developed the ESRA robot (Fig.1.2.a), able to show a small

set of facial expressions, with the aims of developing objective and quanti-

tative methods and tools for autism diagnosis, of exploring the possibility

of using robots as therapeutic aids, and of speculating on how the use of

social robots in autism research might lead to a greater understanding of the

disorder [33]. Dautenhahn and Billard [34, 35] used the Robota robot dolls

(Fig.1.2.b), in the framework of the EU-funded AuRoRa Project to study if

and how robots can have an educational or therapeutic role for children with

autism. Robota is a 45 cm tall humanoid robotic doll. The Keepon robot

(Fig.1.2.c) is a small puppet-like robot that conveys basic communicative

actions, i.e. so-called attentive action and emotive action, which can be eas-

ily understood by children interacting with it. It has four motors, a rubber

skin, two cameras in its eyes, and a microphone in its nose. In the context

of Kozima's "Infanoid" project, Keepon studied the underlying mechanisms

of social communication. Its simple appearance and behavior are intended
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to help children to understand its attentive and emotive actions. The robot,

usually under the control of a teleoperator, has interacted with children in

schools and remedial centers for developmental disorders since 2003 [36]. The

Roball (Fig.1.2.d) is a very simple robot in the shape of a ball, capable of

intentional self-propelled movements and various interplay actions, by using

motion, messages, sounds, illuminated parts, and other sensors. In trials

with 2-to-4-year-old children it also proved to attract increased interest and

engagement [37]. Another example of such kind of toys are the Mental Com-

mitment Robots (MCR). MCR are developed to interact with human beings

and to make them feel emotional attachment to the robots. Rather than

using objective measures, these robots trigger more subjective evaluations,

evoking psychological impressions such as "cuteness" and comfort. MCR are

designed to provide 3 types of e�ects: psychological, such as relaxation and

motivation, physiological, such as improvement in vital signs, and social ef-

fects such as instigating communication. These robotic toys have also been

used with elderly people to prevent cognition disorders. It has also been

demonstrated that it can contribute to improvements in long term care. An

example of MCR is Paro, a therapeutic robot baby harp seal [38]. It has

tactile sensors and responds to petting by moving its tail and opening and

closing its eyes. It also responds to sounds and can learn a name. It can

show emotions such as surprise, happiness and anger. It produces sounds

similar to a real baby seal and (unlike a real baby seal) is active during the

day and goes to sleep at night. However, mechatronic and ICT technologies

have been used so far to provide new tools for therapy rather than for diag-

nosis. As a matter of fact, the only attempts at an early diagnosis of autism

have been made by rating of home videotapes of behavior from very young

children later diagnosed with autism [39]. This qualitative approach proved

very useful in laying down the bases for research in this �eld but at the same

time urges for novel quantitative approaches and enabling technologies.

Neuro-Developmental Engineering (NDE) is a new interdisciplinary re-
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search area at the intersection of developmental neuroscience and bioengi-

neering aiming at providing new technologies and methods for: i) under-

standing neuro-biological mechanisms of human brain development; ii) quan-

titative analysis and modeling of human behavior during neuro-development;

iii) assessment of developmental milestones achieved by humans from birth

onwards. One of the most challenging applications of NDE is early detec-

tion of neuro-developmental disorders such as autism via a new generation of

educational, interactive mechatronic toys that assess, guide, stimulate, and

support the physiological neuro-developmental process [40, 41]. The goal of

such approach is twofold. On one hand, guided by neuroscientists, developing

technological platforms and methods to extract more information on percep-

tual and intersubjective capacities of human infants than is currently possi-

ble, this information could be later used for early diagnosis of developmental

disorders. On the other hand, infancy provides us with an important window

of opportunity to capture the mechanisms behind sensorimotor integration

as these are just developing. Moreover, neurodevelopmental disorders are an

important benchmark to highlight failures within such mechanism. Such a

knowledge can be useful to neuroscientists to better understand the human

brain functions involved in the sensorimotor integration but also to engineers,

providing unique insights on how to build complex and adaptable arti�cial

systems

Speci�cally, we propose the development of a new generation of educa-

tional, interactive toys that assess, guide, stimulate, and support the physi-

ological neuro-developmental process. In particular, a new set of sensorized

mechatronic toys is proposed. Such devices which could be considered the

�rst example of a technological platform for NDE, have been speci�cally

designed to measure user-toy interaction in non-structured environment fo-

cusing on children's motor behaviour [42, 43]. There are recent evidence in

fact, which shows how brain and social skill development is strictly linked to

the action: movements and cortical and sub-cortical areas shape each other
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[44, 45]; understanding the meaning of an action or how to use an instru-

ment seems to be possible thanks to the capability to replay that action or

the use of that speci�c instrument. In particular the development of tool use

ability seems to be a continuous process during which infants show a trial

and error behavior which can be considered as self-generated opportunities

for perceptual learning [46]. This platform is devised to extract more infor-

mation on perceptual and intersubjective capacities of human infants than is

currently possible; according to the goals of NDE this information is meant to

be used for early diagnosis of neurodevelopmental disorders in infants. From

a clinical viewpoint, the focus of our research work is on a speci�c disorder,

that is autism. This choice helps us to identify clear functional and tech-

nical objectives for the technology we are developing. However, given the

a�nity of many neurodevelopmental disorders, e.g. in terms of their neu-

ral origin and behavioral manifestation, we foresee that results achieved on

autism could be later generalized to the study and diagnosis of many other

neurodevelopmental disorders, and vice versa.
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Chapter 2

A technological platform for

motor behaviour monitoring in

infants and young children

As just said in the previous chapter, the few attempts at investigating the

rationale for early diagnosis of autism have been made by a posteriori rating

of home made videos of very young children's behavior [39]. This qualitative

approach proved very useful in laying down the bases for research in this �eld

but at the same time urges for novel quantitative approaches and enabling

technologies. Based on this analysis, it can be stated that all technologies

to be developed for the domain of Neuro-Developmental Engineering shall

comply with strict functional and operative requirements, not fully met by

current state-of-the-art. This work aims at developing conceptually new

devices for neuro-developmental monitoring which respond to the following

main requirements:

1. Non-obtrusive technology: the new devices shall be designed with

the �nal goal of long-time monitoring but without being distressful to

the child. In fact, the child should not perceive the presence of such

instruments at all (e.g. wearable microphones, cameras, etc...), and
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infants and young children

should like playing with them (e.g. instrumented toys). This clearly

sets constraints on the kind of technology to be used. In particular,

small size, light weight, wireless, and portable will be the key features

to keep in mind during technical design of such devices.

2. Minimally structured operating environments: current tools for

behavioral analysis, e.g. photogrammetric devices for motion analysis

or force platforms for gait analysis or state-of-the-art gaze tracking de-

vices, are not suitable for the screening of a large number of children for

diagnostic purposes, mainly because of high costs and limited availabil-

ity of the equipment. The development of relatively low-cost devices

requiring minimally structured environments is proposed. Possible set-

tings range from totally unstructured home-like situations, e.g. the

child plays with interactive toys while a caregiver steers the game along

prede�ned experimentally and diagnostically meaningful play protocols

and tasks, to situations with an increasing degree of structuring.

It is worth underlining that these requirements, although desirable in ev-

ery application involving systems for behavioral analysis, become strict con-

straints when the goals of NDE are addressed. In this respect, dealing with

infants in ecological scenarios can be considered a real grand-challenge from

the bioengineering viewpoint. Given the previous considerations, the main

focus is conceiving and developing new integrated sensor technologies, having

in mind two main typologies of applications relevant to the new domain of

NDE:

- Wearable devices for movement analysis.

- Toys and objects of ordinary use in naturalistic scenarios, embedding

miniaturized sensor and communication technology;

Whether wearable or embedded in regular toys, miniaturized technology

for motion analysis is a key ingredient. In what follows, the development of

integrated sensory modules which can be e�ectively integrated in both the

typologies of technological platforms mentioned above is described.
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infants and young children

Motion tracking can count on a a series of di�erent technological solutions,

operating on entirely di�erent physical principles, with di�erent performance

characteristics and designed for di�erent purposes. As shown in [47], there

is not a single technology that can �t all needs. Each application de�nes

the best technology to be implemented. In order to perform a selection, the

main characteristics of available technologies are brie�y summarized in what

follows (see [47] for details):

� mechanical sensing: typically used for body motion capture; it uses

angle and range measurements with the help of gears and bend sensors;

very accurate but bulky, often limiting mobility;

� optical sensing: several principles are available, typical systems are

camera-based ones; position of markers in 3D space can be estimated

very accurately within working volume (typically a few cube meters,

depending on the number of deployed cameras); line-of-sight issues (i.e.

the fact that body parts or other objects may occlude the visual scene

of a camera, thus losing the sight of one or more markers) is a limiting

factor; very expensive; often requires highly structured environments,

at least when high accuracy is needed;

� acoustic sensing: typically based on time-of-�ight of ultrasound pulses

between emitters and receivers; sound speed in air (about 340 m/s, re-

sulting in sampling periods in the order of a few tens of milliseconds) is

slow but still acceptable for sensing human (in particular infants) move-

ments; line-of-sight issues are not as severe as for the optical technol-

ogy; requires much less structured environments than optical trackers;

suitable to be used in ecological conditions (e.g. kindergartens);

� (geo)magnetic sensing: a �rst method is based on electromagnetic cou-

pling between a source and several trackers; main drawbacks are that

signal decays as 1/d3 (where d is the source-tracker distance) and is af-

fected by the geomagnetic �eld; these devices are quite expensive and
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require a certain amount of structuring of the environment; a second

method is electronic compassing; estimates heading and solely relies on

the geomagnetic �eld, i.e. it does not require any arti�cial source and

is therefore sourceless; measurements can be altered by ferromagnetic

in�uence of surrounding objects;

� inertial sensing: highly miniaturized accelerometers and gyroscopes are

used to sense, respectively, acceleration (comprising the gravitational

�eld) and angular velocity; used as inclinometers, accelerometers can

sense the gravity vector, i.e. the �vertical� direction, in this sense they

are also sourceless;

In Table 2.1, a selection chart for the di�erent available technologies is pro-

vided. For each available technology (columns) its suitability with respect

to the performance characteristics of interest (rows) is indicated. Since our

main purpose is developing technological tools that are either wearable by

infants or embeddable into toys, the highest priority is given to technologies

which are unobtrusive. This directly leads us to discard solutions involving

mechanical trackers.

The second element considered for selection is the line-of-sight issues,

since we are going to deal with infants, it is extremely di�cult to perform

experiments with technologies that are limited by the line of sight, a pecu-

liarity of the optical technology which is only suitable to experiments with

collaborative subjects who are somehow willing to �act� in front of a camera.

Line-of-sight issues are much less severe for the acoustic technology which is

thus still appealing for movements analysis in infants.

The third element of the selection criterion is performance with respect

to tracking accuracy. Here a distinction is made between tracking positions

and tracking orientations. Measurement principles such as the time-of-�ight

(typically deployed in acoustic measurements) or camera-based tracking are

inherently suitable to measure the distance of points (markers) and the origin
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Table 2.1: Selection chart of di�erent motion tracking technologies
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of the measurement system (e.g. the source of acoustic waves or a camera

etc...). Orientations can be inferred indirectly by estimating distances be-

tween two or more markers and the source of measurement. The larger the

distance between two markers, the better the estimation of orientation. As

dimensions shrink, as in the case of infants, accuracy of indirect orientation

measurements also decreases (e.g. accurate tracking of the orientation of

an infant's wrist can be problematic even without considering line-of-sight

issues). Other technologies allow a direct measurement of orientations (for

example inertial sensors used as inclinometers can sense deviations from the

vertical axis while magnetic sensors used as compasses can sense deviations

from the horizontal geomagnetic north direction) without requiring the po-

sitioning of multiple markers. So far, as long as orientation is concerned,

inertial and magnetic technologies appear to be the most attractive since

they: are highly unobtrusive due to the availability of miniaturized o�-the-

shelf devices; do not su�er from line-of-sight issues; can provide high accuracy

in orientation tracking. Furthermore, relatively to any other alternative tech-

nology, inertial and magnetic technologies are sourceless and do not require

any structuring of the environment, have virtually unlimited working volume

and are available at very low cost.

The bottom half of Table 2.1 shows, for each technology, the main lim-

iting factors to a correct operation. Besides temperature, which a�ects any

electrical device and that can be compensated in most cases, the real limiting

factor for the magnetic technology is the presence of ferromagnetic materi-

als. Common ferromagnetic objects such as iron parts of doors, chairs, tables

etc... can produce local distortions of the geomagnetic �eld, thus causing er-

rors in the estimates of orientations. As discussed in [48], some care should

be taken, when conducting experiments, to avoid large ferromagnetic objects

in the surroundings. We found that this can be easily done in environments

such as kindergartens where, for safety reasons, all metals are usually avoided

and typical materials used with children are wood, rubber and plastic.
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In what follows, the use of inertial/magnetic sensing for movement anal-

ysis will be described.

2.1 Measuring kinematics

Devices for measuring kinematics must not modify the infant's natural move-

ment such as hand �apping, foot �apping, reaching to grasp movements,

etc. A key element to satisfy such requirement is the non-obtrusivity. Non-

obtrusivity is an age related concept: whath could be distressful for a new-

born could not be for a one year old subject and vice-versa. For example the

wired communication, which allows not to include the battery onboard and

therefore to reduce the weight of the device, is not-obtrusive in infants since

they are unable to turn their body but it becomes obtrusive in young children

who are able to turn their body as well as to walk. For such reason a modular

approach in designing sensorized toys for neurodevelopmental assessment in

the �rst 2-3 years of life (Fig.1.1) has been followed. A core sensing unit

which could be used both for wearable applications and sensorized smart

toys, has been manufactured. In what follows such sensing unit, wired and

wireless communication compatible, will be described.

Inertial and magnetic sensors provide measurements of vector quantities

(e.g. accelerations, angular velocities and magnetic �eld) in a frame of co-

ordinates relative to the sensor itself (moving frame). On the other hand,

certain quantities are only known in a local frame of coordinates. For exam-

ple, the gravity vector ~g can be expressed as ~g = [ 0 0 −g ]T (where g =

9.81m/s2) only in the local frame. Complementary �lters and Kalman �lters

have traditionally been used to derive 3D orientation (attitude) from inertial

and magnetic measurements. Fig.2.1 shows how to derive the orientation

(represented as a rotation matrix R) of the moving frame with respect to

the local frame using a complementary �lter (see [49] for more details on the

�lter used).
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Figure 2.1:

Once the orientation matrix R is known, the components of the linear

acceleration with respect to the local frame can be derived with a change of

coordinates (via the same rotation matrix R) and by subtracting the gravity

vector (whose components are known and constant in the local frame).

The full scale range of a sensor, given the full scale range of a set of

available sensors, is selected as the minimum one containing the whole signal

excursion. A smaller range may in fact lead to saturation when certain oper-

ative condition occurs, while a larger range would reduce sensitivity. In order

to de�ne technical speci�cations of the sensing unit, a preliminary quanti-

tative analysis on main kinematical characteristics of spontaneous infants

movements was carried out.

A three-camera (500 Hz) motion capture system was used (Qualysis Mo-

tion Capture Systems Inc., SWE) to obtain position-time data from both

arms and hands of infants and evaluate frequency and dynamic content

of their spontaneous movements. Three re�ective non linear markers were
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Figure 2.2: Preliminary kinematics analysis on one week old male infant: a) raw position

data; b) acceleration and velocity reconstructed from raw position data; c) Probability

Distribution Function (PDF) of the acceleration; d).Normalized Power Spectral Density

(PSD)

placed on the head, respectively on the right, left and top head side, and

two on the hands, right and left. In Fig.2.2.a, data on one week old male

infant are shown. Accelerations with respect to a �xed reference frame were

calculated from position data of wrist markers via a double time derivative

(Fig.2.2.b ). Velocity and acceleration are very noisy due to numerical esti-

mation and spikes generated when the markers are out of sight (see yellow

rectangles in Fig.2.2.b). Probability Density Function (PDF) has been cal-

culated to split noise from signal in order to de�ne the dynamic range for the

accelerometer sensors (Fig.2.2.c). It shows that accelerations are included in

the ±2g.

The Power Spectral Density (PSD) of normal infants'spontaneous move-

ments has been also calculated. Raw position data have been segmented in

vectors of 256 samples and the normalized short time Fourier transform has
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Accelerometers Gyroscopes Magnetometers

Range ±2g ±1200/s ±1Gauss
Bandwidth [Hz] [0-50] [0-50] [0-50]

Sample frequency [Hz] 100 100 100

Table 2.2: Main requirements of magneto/inertial sensing unit

been calculated for each vector. Results in Fig.2.2.d show that movements

can be considered band limited at 50 Hz: the power of the signal decreases

of about 40 dB. This translates into an anti-aliasing �lter cut-o� frequency

at 50Hz. A sampling frequency of 100 Hz has been considered to be the ap-

propriate one, according to the Nyquist Theorem and in line with the most

common sampling frequency used in movement analysis laboratory.

As for the magnetometers, since only the geomagnetic �eld (about 0.6

gauss) needs to be measured, the full measurement range should be in the

order of 1 Gauss. Saturation of gyroscopes would result in a problematic loss

of tracking and therefore, given several commercially available gyroscopes

with full scale ranging from 150 deg/s to 1200 deg/s, the maximum scale

range ( 1200 deg/s) was selected (see appendix for more details).

In summary, the magneto/inertial module should respond to these main

requirements:

2.2 In-Field Calibration of Inertial/Magnetic Sen-

sors

Magnetometers are meant to sense the geomagnetic �eld and provide its com-

ponents
[
bx by bz

]T

along the x̂, ŷ and ẑ axes of the sensing device itself

(such axes move with the moving frame). Similarly, the accelerometers are

meant, in static conditions, to read out the components of the gravitational

�eld
[
gx gy gz

]T

along the same axes. In fact sensors are just transducers

and provide an output voltage V that, in the best scenario, is proportional
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to variations of the measurand m. In practical terms:

v = km+ v0 (2.1)

where k and v0 respectively represent the linear gain and the o�set value.

A calibration procedure is needed to determine such coe�cients in order to

derive the measurand m = (v = v0)/k. Parameters v0 and k are easily de-

termined when situations exist where the measurand assumes (at least) two

known values. In the case of accelerometers, the measurand can easily as-

sume values 0, +g and =g by simply aligning (e.g. by means of mechanical

set-ups such as a pendulum) the sensor's axis, respectively, orthogonal, par-

allel and anti-parallel with the vertical direction. Such a procedure, despite

its apparent simplicity, can hardly be performed when the sensors are embed-

ded into curvy toys (e.g. a ball), i.e. when the axes of the sensors cannot be

aligned. When it comes to the magnetic �eld, alignment of the sensor axes

with the �eld's direction is even more di�cult. For this reason an additional

�eld has to be generated. Commercially available devices such as the Hon-

eywell HMC105X, a family of multi-axes magneto-resistive sensors, contain

purposefully designed �o�set straps�, i.e. spirals of metallization that couple

with each sensitive axis of the device producing an additional magnetic �eld.

Such patented feature can be used for auto-calibration of the sensor. Such

procedure requires addition of extra circuitry used to drive each o�set strap

with large currents, although for a very short time. In applications where

infants are supposed to wear or use such technology, reduction of components

is highly desirable. In [50], a procedure for in-�eld calibration of magneto-

metric sensors was presented which does not rely on previous knowledge of

magnitude and direction of the geomagnetic �eld and which does not require

accurately prede�ned orientation sequences. Such a method is especially

useful in clinical applications since the clinician is no longer compelled to ac-

curately execute complex calibration protocols. The procedure relies on the

fact the geomagnetic �eld has constant components in the local frame. As
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the orientation of the sensors vary, the components in the moving frame also

vary but are bound to lie on a particular ellipsoid, see [50] for details. Via

the least-square method it is possible to estimate the centroid and semi-axes

length of the ellipsoid which coincide with the calibration parameters. A

calibration protocol was the set-up that would provide a number of measure-

ments for the algorithm to robustly converge, as explained in the following.

The instrumented toy (of whatever shape) is secured inside a wooden box,

shaped as a parallelepiped, so that the toy would not move as the box is

displaced around. The box is placed on a wooden table and it is used as a

reference frame for the turning movements the calibration procedure is com-

posed by. Three overall movement sequences are needed: one for each kind

of sensor.

magnetometers: as in Figure 1-a, the box is placed on a table and an

approximately 360 deg rotation (no need to be accurate) is per-

formed by keeping one face of the box always parallel and in

contact with the table. The same procedure is repeated for four

di�erent faces.

accelerometers: as in Figure 1-b, the box is placed on a table and smoothly

(i.e. avoiding shocks) tilted by 90 deg along one edge, this is

repeated four times1 until the box returns in the initial position.

The whole procedure is repeated with a di�erent initial position.

Measurements derived from the calibration sequences are shown in Figures

2.3.a-c and 2.3.b-d, respectively for the magnetometers and for the accelerom-

eters

The least-squares algorithm is then used to derive the best �tting el-

lipsoids (one for the magnetometers and one for the accelerometers) whose

surfaces contain the two sets of measurements. As previously mentioned,

1Each time on a di�erent edge: once a 90 deg rotation is performed along one edge,
the next edge is the non-consecutive one which also makes contact with the table.
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Figure 2.3: Calibration sequences for magnetometers (a) and accelerometers (b). Plots

of the measurements (i.e. voltages Vx, Vy and Vz from the triaxial sensors) derived from

the calibration sequences for the magnetometers (c) and the accelerometers (d).

since the geomagnetic �eld is constant, its components in the moving frame

are bound to lie on the calibrating ellipsoid. This is so not only during the

calibration sequences but for every possible movement. For this reason, also

movements performed during the regular use of the toy, i.e. when the infant

plays with it, can be used for updating the calibration parameters.

The o�set values of gyros can be easily determined measuring their output

in static condition i.e. without any rotation. To determine gains, three

rotations about three �xed axes are performed. In what follows sensor axes

are assumed to be perfectly orthogonal

A �xed reference frame has been de�ned using the gravitational and ge-

omagnetic �elds. Let {x0, y0, z0} be the axes of the �xed reference frame
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with:

- x0: unitary vector pointing East

- y0: unitary vector pointing North

- z0: unitary vector pointing Up

These axes can be related to the the gravity vector g and geomagnetic

�eld b as follows (see [50] for more details):

z0 , −g/g

x0 , h/ ‖ h ‖

y0 , z0 × x0 = h× g/ ‖ h× g ‖

where g is is always vertical with respect to the earth surface; h is the vector

de�ned by the cross product between g and the geomagnetic �eld b2. Let

{x1, y1, z1} be the axes of the mobile reference frame. To describe the

orientation of the mobile reference frame with respect to the �xed reference

frame an orientation matrix R0
1 (from mobile to �xed reference frame) has

been de�ned as:

R0
1 ,

 x0 · x1 x0 · y1 x0 · z1

y0 · x1 y0 · y1 y0 · z1

z0 · x1 z0 · y1 z0 · z1

 (2.2)

where ” · ” represents the Euclidean scalar product.

In order to be sure to keep constant the v axis (see 2.4), rotations of

approximately π/2 rad are performed about one of the box sides. The ori-

entation of the box with respect to the �xed reference frame before and

after the movement can be de�ned respectively by the two rotation matrices

R0
Aand R

0
B (see Fig.2.4). The overall rotation about v axis is described by

2This vector points always towards East: geomagnetic �eld in fact is made by two
components: an horizontal component b‖ which points towards North and a vertical com-
ponent b⊥ so it does not contribute to the cross product.
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Figure 2.4: Fixed and moving coordinate frame during calibration of gyros

the following relationship:

RA
B = (R0

A)TR0
B (2.3)

Any orientation is equivalent to a rotation about a �xed axis v through an

angle θ. The components of the vector θvεR3 are called the exponential

coordinates for R [51]. In particular for the RB
A matrix these coordinates will

be:

θv̂ = log(RB
A) (2.4)

where v̂ is the skew symmetric matrix related to the unit vector axis v in

the mobile reference frame and de�ned as:

v̂ =

 0 −v3 v2

v3 0 −v1

−v2 v1 0

 (2.5)
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In this case θ should be a scalar near the π/2 value (it depends by the angle

between the two faces of the box which is not known a priori). Angular

velocity vector can be therefore expressed as:

ω(t) = ω(t)v = ωx(t)ix + ωy(t)iy + ωz(t)iz (2.6)

where ix, iy, and iz are the unit vectors of the mobile reference frame. Know-

ing the exponential coordinates of rotation it is possible to write the following

relationship: ∫
T

ω(t) · vdt = θv (2.7)

where T is the time interval during which rotation is performed. Rewriting

previous equation in terms of matrices, it becomes:

∫
T

 ω(t)v · ix
ω(t)v · iy
ω(t)v · iz

 dt = θ

 v · ix
v · iy
v · iz

 (2.8)

where ω(t)v · ix is ωx(t), ω(t)v · iy is ωy(t) and ω(t)v · iz is ωz(t). The three

components of the rotation velocity are related to the voltage output of the

sensor by the relation 2.1, that is the angular velocity about the general p

axis is ωp(t) = (Vp−Op)/kp. Substituting this relation in the 2.8 it is possible

to calculate the gain value kp:

kp =

∫
(Vp −Op)dt

θvip
(2.9)

In particular, for numeric reason, among the relations in 2.8 the one which

have the highest integral value3 is chosen for each rotation.

3i.e. the sensor axis which is more parallel to the rotation axis: other axes will be an
angular excursion near to zero.
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Figure 2.5: Plots of the measurements derived from the calibration of gyros

2.3 The Inertial/Magnetic Unit (IMU)

The �rst prototype of the IMU includes:

Weight [g] size [mm] Range

two ADXL203 2-axes accelerometer 0.5 5x5x2 ±1.7g
three ADXRS300EB 1-axis rate gyro 0.5 7x7x3 ±300°/s
one HMC2003 3-axes magnetometer 2 26x19x11 ±2Gauss

Table 2.3: Technical speci�cations of the �rst prototype

Devices were mounted as shown in Fig.2.6; in particular, attention was

paid to guarantee that each sensitive axis was either orthogonal or parallel to

the reference axes. Although size was not the main concern at this stage and

no particular e�ort was paid towards miniaturization, the device could be

easily embedded into a regular toy. Chosen devices provide a pre-ampli�ed

output, for this reason only anti-aliasing �ltering was required before digital-

ization. Analog data provided by inertial/magnetic sensors and �ltered by

the anti-aliasing �lter bank where acquired via two commercial A/D boards
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Figure 2.6: Inertial/magnetic sensing unit: �rst prototype embedded into a phone-like

toy

(NI USB-6008, an 8 channels, 12 bits Analog to Digital acquisition board,

National Instruments) which connected to PC via USB port.

The aim of the experimental work carried out was to provide a proof-of-

concept of the proposed approach, i.e. to demonstrate the viability of the

application of the proposed technology and calibration as well as processing

techniques to this typical scenario. Two instrumented phone-like toys (each

embedding 3-axis accelerometers, 3-axis gyroscopes and 3- axis magnetome-

ters, similar to the one depicted in Fig.2.6 and calibrated via the procedure

previously described) were used in a task where an educator and a 20 month

old child were pretending to make a phone call, a camera with an internal

microphone was also used to record the video-audio scene. The analog chan-

nels from the instrumented toys were acquired at 100Hz and stored on a PC

for later analysis. Audio-video data from the camera were stored on tape and

later transformed in a digital audio-video �le. At the beginning of each ex-
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Figure 2.7: Sequence of images (A-F) from the experimental session (above). Plots of

the orientations of the two instrumented toy-phones, one for the child (baby) and one for

the educator (edu) versus time.

perimental session, a synchronization procedure has to be performed in order

to be able to re-align, in a second time, audio, video and kinematic data for

multimodal postprocessing. The synchronization procedure simply consists

of banging the two toy-phones so that the same event can be recorded at

the same time by the camera (whose internal microphone records the bang-

ing sound) and by each toy-phone (the shock produced during banging is

detected by accelerometers embedded in each toy-phone).

As an example of use of tools embedding inertial/magnetic sensors, Fig.2.7

represents about 25 s of data extracted from an experimental session. After

the synchronization procedure, the two toy-phones were placed in two boxes,

one in front of the child and one in front of the educator (image A in Fig.

2.7). The educator starts the game (image B) by picking up her toy-phone
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and pretending to call the child, the child �answers� (image C) by picking

up her toy-phone after a certain time (image D) and starts a �conversation�.

Then the child decides to �hang up� (image E) and the educator follows (im-

age F). The bottom part of Fig.2.7 represents the evolution of the orientation

of the two toy-phones with repect to time. The orientation was computed

via the complementary �lter in Fig.2.1.

These preliminary experimental results con�rm the possibility to use such

device in unstructured environments, i.e. ecological settings and, if nec-

essary, in synchronous combination with other technologies (e.g. camera

based tracking systems). Moreover such trials have highlighted the mag-

neto/inertial technology is fully suitable to be used with infants allowing an

automatic and objective data processing.

Although there are several highly miniaturized components available o�

the shelf, a microfabricated device integrating all the required sensing capa-

bility has been chosen for the �nal prototype of the inertial/magnetic sensing

unit. There are two main reasons for such a choice:(i) a more e�cient pack-

aging; (ii) a more reliable axis orientation. Not orthogonal sensible axes

directly translate in errors during orientation tracking.

A preliminary analysis of commercial magneto-inertial sensors at present

available has highlighted a triaxial magnetometer, accelerometer and gyro-

scope analog sensor from Memsense (MAG02-1200S050) which matches tech-

nical requirements previously detailed (see Table 2.4)

Acc Gyro Mag

Range ±2g ±1200/s ±1.9Gauss
Bandwidth [Hz] 50 50 50

Noise 65µg/
√
Hz 50°/s/

√
Hz 60µV/

√
Hz

MAG02-1200S050 size and weight
Size [mm] 18x18x10
Weight [g] 5

Table 2.4: Technical speci�cations of MAG02-1200S050
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MAG have an embedded anti aliasing �lter at 50 Hz which matches tech-

nical requirements previously detailed. The 9 analog channels of the MAG

are sent to an Analog to Digital Converter (ADC). ADC resolution was cho-

sen keeping in mind electrical noise of the sensors embedded into the MAG,

and angular resolution required. According to MAG datasheet, sensors are

described as having the characteristics of white Gaussian noise. In particular

accelerometer is the sensor with higher PSD. It is equal to 65 µg/
√
Hz (table

2.4). After the low-pass (anti-aliasing) �lter with bandwidth BW = 50Hz,

the Root Mean Square (RMS) σg is given by:

σg = PSD
√

1.6BW ≈ 0.58mg (2.10)

where 1.6 is a correction term when a 1-pole low-pass �lter is used. Consider-

ing a given sensitivity Kg = 1V/g, the output voltage RMS (σgV ) is of about

0.58 mV. In static conditions, when an accelerometer is oriented so both its

x-axis and y-axis are parallel to the earth's surface, it can be used as a 2-axis

tilt sensor with a roll axis and a pitch axis. Once the output signal from the

accelerometer has been converted to an acceleration that varies between �1

g and +1 g, the output tilt in degrees is calculated as follows:

Roll = arcsin(ay

g
)

Pitch = arcsin(ax

g
)

(2.11)

Where ax and ay are, respectively, the accelerations along x and y-axis of the

sensor. Let be n the number of bit resolution of ADC supplied at 5V. Then

the Step Voltage (SV) readable from ADC in mV will be:

SV =
103 × 5

2n
(2.12)

Therefore, taking the accelerometer readings at 0g (0° tilt for one axis) and
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1g (90° tilt) the angular resolution will be:

RES(0) = arcsin(SV/Kg

g
)

RES(90) = 90− arcsin(g−SV/Kg

g
)

(2.13)

For a 12-bit ADC the SV will be about 1.2 mV (i.e less than 2 ) and angular

resolution will be equal to 0.4° at 0° tilt and about 0.9° at 90° tilt in line with

angular resolution of other commercially available magneto-inertial device

(InterSense, Xsens, etc.). MAX1238 is a low-power, 12-channel, 12 bit AD

Converters from Maxim-Dallas which �ts the requirements detailed above. It

has been chosen mainly for its serial I2C interface: each model of MAX1238

is uniquely identi�ed by a 7 bit address which allows to exchange information

coming from several modules (up to 4). After conversion, data are sent to a

master station via I2C standard protocol. In this station a microcontroller

PIC16F877A collects data from every MAX1238 (each identi�ed by a unique

address) and retransmits them via RS232 to a PC where they are stored.

The communication messages are built according to a standard structure:

a message has two parts; one with a set of control communication �elds

(PREAMBLE, ID and CHECKSUM4) and one made by time stamps, sensors

data bytes and battery voltage byte. Using this con�guration the message

has a total of 24 bytes. For a 100 Hz sampling frequency, the bit rate of the

message will be equal to 24 kbps for each unit.

Preliminary tests carried out at Campus Bio Medico Kindergarten have

highlighted the impossibility to use a wired connection with the remote mas-

ter station in pretend play: children were distracted by the wire, it modi�es

their natural movements, it is unconfortable because children are able to

walk, and it is potentially dangerous. Moreover the possibility to have a

compact sensorized wireless object allows to study manipulation strategies

while they are shaping. On the other hand, infants cannot walk yet and

4This byte should verify the integrity of the message. It is such that the sum of all
bytes of the message is equal to zero.
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Figure 2.8: Kinematic sensing unit: a) wireless con�guration b) wired con�guration v1;

c) wired con�guration v2

they are not powerful enough to move sensor and battery together. For such

reasons a wireless communication has been chosen for children while a wired

communication has been chosen for infants. In the wirless IMU is tied to-

gether with the master station and batteries (Fig.2.8.a). Data are wireless

transmitted from the master station to a PC where they are stored. In the

wired con�guration, IMU is connected by a 4 pole-wire (Serial CLock, Serial

DAta, +5V and GND) to a remote master station where analog signals are

digitalized and transmitted to a PC by a RS232 cable (Fig.2.8.b-c).

Among several wireless protocol available, the choice was restricted to the

ones which allow an easy connection to a PC: mainly Wi-� and BlueTooth

(BT). Finally, BT was chosen for two main reasons: (i) BT protocol simplify

the discovery and setup of services between devices; (ii) BT have a smaller

power absorption than Wi-Fi. In particular, a class II BT transmitter was

chosen: this allows a transmission range up to 10 m i.e. large enough for

the speci�c application. According to such speci�cations a Parani ESD-200

from Sena Technologies, Inc. has been chosen. This module can be easily

con�gured via AT commands and it has a compact design embedding on chip

an antenna which allows a communication range up to 30 m.

Power consumption and supply are a key issue in every portable system.

In order to choose the power source, energy consumption has to be esti-
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mated. Most of the energy is consumed by the Parani: it absorbs about 70

mA during transmission at 57600 bit/s. The only other power demanding

component is the MAG sensor. Datasheets of MAG sensor report maximum

57 mA current (5V operating voltage). Other electronic components are very

low power demanding. An over estimate of the total current is in the order of

150mA. To guarantee a continuous 1 hour operation, a minimum cell capac-

ity C=150mAh is required. Usually, a larger capacity should be considered

for two main reasons: i) in order to guarantee many life cycles (in case of

rechargeable cells), a cell should never be discharged by more than 80% of

its energy; ii) at high discharge rates the capacity falls steeply. As a �rule

of thumb�, a 1 hour discharge rate (i.e. fully discharging an xmAh cell at

xmA) will reduce by half the available capacity, i.e. C´´=2C´. Consider-

ing rechargeable cells and according to previous considerations, the required

capacity should be C''=2/0.8*150mAh=375mAh. The Li-Ion rechargeable

batteries ENERGIZE SFE-1 made by Sony have been chosen mainly for their

narrow dimension and weight. This battery has a capacity of 450mAh and

provides 3.6V. Since MAG3 sensor requires 5V to operate while Parani 3.3V,

at least a two-cells serial con�guration is needed together with two voltage

regulators.

The IMU itself has a total weight of about 8 grams and its size is about

24x24x20 mm. In wireless con�guration the total weight of IMU, master

board and battery is equal to 50 grams i.e. light enough to be manipulated

by children.
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Chapter 3

Applications of NDE technologies

to motor behaviour analysis in

toddlers and infants

In this chapter three applications of the presented technological platform are

described and, where it is possible, data are discussed.

3.1 Objective assessment of General

Movements

Infants show a large variety of spontaneous movement pattern. Such move-

ments are called spontaneous to tell them apart from re�ex movements.

While re�exive movements allow to study in detail a stable, quantitative

relationship between sensory input and re�exive motor output, spontaneous

motility could be regarded as the expression of spontaneous neural activity,

so it is an excellent marker of neural dysfunction caused by brain impairment.

General movements (GMs) are part of the spontaneous movement reper-

toire and they are present from early fetal life onwards until the end of the
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�rst six months of life.

GMs have been selected for the functional assessment of the young ner-

vous system for three main reasons: (i) they are complex; (ii) they occur

frequently; (ii) they are long enough to be observed properly. There are 4

main kinds of GMs (see [52] for more details):

1. Writing Movements: they are characterized by small to moderate

amplitude and by slow to moderate speed. Typically, they are elliptical

in shape, which creates the impression of a writing quality ;

2. Fidgety Movements: they are characterized by small amplitude,

moderate speed, and variable acceleration of neck, trunk, and limbs

in all directions continually in the awake infant except during fussing

and crying;

3. Cramped-Synchronized Movements: they are characterized by

rigidity and lack of the normal smoothness and �uency;

4. Abnormal Fidgety Movements: they are characterized by ampli-

tude, speed, and jerkiness moderately or greatly exaggerated.

GMs in low-risk and high-risk infants or brain-damaged infants are not

di�erent with respect to the rate of their occurrence, i.e., their quantity,

but they di�er with respect to their quality [53], see Fig.3.1. The quality

of GMs is probably modulated by corticospinal or reticulospinal pathways

and, hence, can be a�ected by impairments of these structures. A disrup-

tion of the corticospinal projections by periventricular lesions of the corona

radiata or internal capsule due to hemorrhages or hypoxic-ischemic lesions

(leukomalacia) leads to abnormal GMs. GMs lose their complex and vari-

able character and have either a poor repertoire, are cramped-synchronized,

or chaotic. This de�nition holds true for the preterm and writhing GMs.

Fidgety movements can be either abnormal or absent.
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Figure 3.1: Adapted from [52] Development of GMs: a diagnostic tool for the functional

assessment of the young nervous system

At the moment, the assessment of GMs is purely qualitative: infant, com-

fortably dressed (preferably with bare arms and legs), is videotaped in supine

position for one hour, videos are then scored by trained personnel. In the

Perception in Action Laboratory at Edinburgh University Qualysis Motion

Capture System is being used to objectively assess GMs. The main drawback

of this set-up is related to marker occlusion. In this work the use of the IMU

is proposed to solve and improve respectively occlusion and portability is-

sues of movement analysis systems like Qualysis and to automatically assess

spontaneous infants'movements (see [56] for more details).

Since infants are not powerful enough to move large weight, the wired

connenction has been proposed in order to reduce the total weight moved by

their hands and feet. According to anthropometric data [54] the device size

should not exceed 3 cm in width and about 4-5 cm in length. Its weight should

not exceed 20 g at all [55]. It should be provided with an easy and variable

system, like Velcro straps, to �x it to the anatomical infant's segments. A �rst

rigid structure of 40x30 mm has been designed and fabricated by a 3D fast

prototyping printer from 3D ZCorporation, Inc. Such a mechanical solution
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Figure 3.2: inserire �gura x sens wams a confronto

was made by two parts: a support structure designed to bind up infant's

limbs and a covering shell devoted to improve the infant's safety level and to

avoid any possible contact between electric components and the infant's body.

Although this structure �tted the mechanical constraints detailed above, a

big problem was given by its weight and rigidness: the support structure

alone, without covering shell and electric components, was 25 g in weight;

the rigid material did not allow for a comfortable wearing by subject with

di�erent anatomical structures. For improving the anatomical adaptability

and, at the same time, to reduce the total weight of the device, the structure

has been realized by means of a silicon rubber material which does not need

any mounting screws potentially dangerous for the child. The chosen rubber

is the Silplay RTV 530 made by Prochima: it is an edible silicon used in the

food industry. The structure has been realized in two steps: in the �rst one,

rubber was dripped in a mold to form the �exible support structure; in the

second one, the Velcro straps and electronic board were put into the mold on

four square supports and a new rubber casting was made so that electronic

and Velcro straps were embedded into the �nal structure. The total weight of

the silicon support structure and electronic board is about 14g i.e. 30 grams

lighter than state of the art magneto-inertial device commercially available

and about 60% smaller.

When Optical motion capture systems are used to study limb movements

of newborns, usually a �xed axis aligned to the head-foot direction is consid-

ered. The reason for this simpli�cation is related to the fact that newborns
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usually tend to shake their limbs up and down along this direction1. Accord-

ing to such simpli�cation a �rst test using IMU and Qualysis motion capture

system has been executed. A marker has been placed on the magneto/inertial

device and a common �xed reference frame has been de�ned for the two mea-

surement systems. An up and down movement along one of the horizontal

axes of the �xed reference frame (the y one) has been executed mimicking

newborns' movements. Acceleration measured by the magneto/inertial sen-

sor and the ones calculated by means of a double derivation of position data

measured by Qualysis have been compared along y axis of the �xed refer-

ence frame. The mean error between the two traces is 0.0023 m/s2 (about

0.23 mg) which is comparable with the electrical noise of the accelerometer

sensors (see 2.10).

The second test performed was related to the possibility of reconstructing

position and velocity data along the y-axis in case of marker occlusion. Ve-

locity and acceleration can be calculated respectively as the �rst and second

derivative of the position data. Let y[n], n ε[1,N] be the position data mea-

sured by Qualysis at frequency fs and 4T = f−1
s , the time interval between

each sample. Velocity and acceleration calculated by position data are:

ẏ[i] = y[i+1]−y[i]
4T

, iε[1, N − 1]

ÿ[i] = ẏ[j+1]−ẏ[j]
4T

iε[1, N − 2]
(3.1)

Supposing a marker occlusion between sample n0 and n0+K, velocity should

be set to zero up to sample n0+K where it should have a spike:

ẏ[n0 +K] =
ẏ[n0 +K + 1]− ẏ[n0 +K]

4T
(3.2)

Theoretically, it is possible to reconstruct velocity and position data using

acceleration a[n], nε[1,N] measured by a di�erent measurement system by

means of a double integration using suitable initial conditions. Unfortunately,

1The head-foot direction is the direction of feeding
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using magneto-inertial technologies, acceleration signal (accout[n] ) is a�ected

by a low frequency noise an[n]:

accout[n] = a[n] + an[n] (3.3)

When it is integrated, the estimated velocity in the interval [n0-1,n0+K] is:

˜̇y[h] =

n0+K∑
h=n0

a[h] + a[h+ 1]

2
4T +

∑n0+K
h=n0

an[h]+an[h+1]
2

4T+

+ẏ[n0 − 2] + ¨y[n0 − 2]4T
(3.4)

where:

�

n0+K∑
h=n0

a[h] + a[h+ 1]

2
4T is equal to the real velocity ẏ;

�
∑n0+K

h=n0

an[h]+an[h+1]
2

4T is the drift error e[h] due to noise, i.e the dif-

ference between the real and the estimated velocity e[h] = ˜̇y[h]− ẏ[h],

hε[n0, n0+K];

� ẏ[n0 − 2] + ¨y[n0 − 2]4T is the initial condition.

Assuming a linear drift function, i.e. a constant low frequency noise (an[h]+an[h+1]
2

=

an, ∀h), the drift error at sample n0+K will be e[n0+K]=Kan∆T from which

electrical low noise will be:

an =
e[n0 +K]

K4T
(3.5)

Knowing the real velocity at sample n0+K+1, the drift error can be estimated

as:

e[n0 +K] = ˜̇y[n0 +K]− (ẏ[n0 +K]− ÿ[n0 +K]4T ) (3.6)
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Figure 3.3: a) Simulated marker occlusion: red trace, real data; blue trace, simulated

data;Velocity (b) and position (c) calculated from accelerometers data

Replacing e[n0 + k] in3.5 with 3.6, it is possible to assess the electrical low

frequency noise which can be used to adjust estimated velocity:

ˆ̇y[h] = ˜̇y[h]− (h− n0)an4T, hε[n0,n0 +K] (3.7)

Where ˆ̇y[h] is the adjusted estimated velocity. A marker occlusion problem

has been simulated �lling a portion of position data with a sequence of 100

samples set to zero (3.3.A). In Fig3.3.B, velocity has been calculated from

acceleration according to methodology discussed above: the red trace is the
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real velocity, the blue dotted trace is the estimated velocity with drift error

and the dashed blue trace is the adjusted estimated velocity . The same

process can be used to estimate position from ẏ(t) ( Fig.3.3.C).
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3.2 Objective assessment of manipulation task

Goal-directed actions are guided by perceptual and cognitive processes and

involve planning and anticipation. In particular, the ability to solve problems

of how to relate objects to one another re�ects infants' developing spatial

perception and cognition. To �t an object into an aperture, for instance,

infants must understand how the 2-dimensional aperture is related to the

3-dimensional object form and to plan the �tting action in a prospective and

economical way which requires to imagine how to rotate the object in order

to make it �t. These are rather sophisticated expressions of spatial cognition.

They include mental rotation, as well as the ability to imagine goal states and

understand means-end relationships. Thus, �tting tasks provide a window

for learning about the development of these spatial abilities and how children

go about solving them [57].

The IMU in the wireless con�guration can be easily embedded into a set

of bricks to study �ne hand manipulation of infants involved in the block box

game [58]. Such game is typically played by infants from 9 months of age.

According to[57], the bricks set is made of a cube, a prism with a triangular

cross section and a cylinder. The three di�erent shapes allow us to study the

�ne orientation strategies in performing tasks with a di�erent degree of di�-

culty; as well described in [57] the di�culty level of successfully completing

the task depends on the number of di�erent possibilities the children have

to insert the brick into the right hole. In particular, they have no restriction

in inserting the cylinder, eight di�erent ways to insert the cube and only six

ways for the prism with the triangular base. Moreover, the platform includes

a base with holes �tting the shape of the bricks which allows to modify the

relative orientation of the holes with respect to the infant's reference frame

(Fig.3.4). Such feature of the base was speci�cally designed to monitor the

capacity to redesign the environment [59]. To improve the likelihood of task

success in fact, infants have only two possibilities: (i) changing the action

repertoire used to perform the task (i.e. modify their movements during the
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Figure 3.4: (a) Mechanical details ; (b) Moving base; (c) electronic core.

task) ; (ii) modifying the orientation of the holes and then performing the

task.

A preliminary test has been performed with an adult subject in order to

verify the possibility to measure di�erences in the motor strategies during

insertion of the brick in the hole for di�erent a�ordances. A prismatic and a

cylindrical brick have been placed with their z axis horizontal with respect to

global reference frame. In Fig.3.5 the roll, pitch and yaw angles are plotted.

As can be seen from the graphs, the motor strategy used in order to insert

the prismatic brick into the hole is more complex: it takes about 6.5 seconds

and it needs three subsequent rotations to reach the goal. Instead, motor

strategy used to insert the cylinder into the hole is simplest: it takes only

about 2 seconds and it needs only one rotation to align the vertical axis of

the shell to the vertical axes of the local �xed frame thanks to cylindrical

symmetry.

3.3 Objective assessment of cerebellar functions

Movements can be de�ned in terms of coordination i.e. the cooperative

interaction of many body parts and processes to produce a uni�ed outcome.

To assess the coordination skills, rapid execution of movements involving
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Figure 3.5: Orientation tracking: A) insertion of the prismatic shell B) in-
sertion of the Cylindrical shell

alternate contractions of agonist and antagonist muscles is often used.

In 1902, Babinski coined the term adiadochokinesis to describe the inabil-

ity to perform rapid pronation/supination of the hands in a patient suspected

of having cerebellar dysfunction [60]. The diadochokinesis task is now used

in many diagnostic tests to assess ataxia related to cerebellar dysfunction

as well as e�ects of pharmacological treatment of neurological disorders e.g.

Parkinson. Recent evidence has highlighted that also subjects with neurode-

velopmental disorders, in particular High Functioning Autism (HFA) and

Asperger Syndrome (AS), show strongest impairments executing such kind

of movements. In particular, cerebellar abnormalities, with Purkinje neuron

loss [30] and poor praxis performances as well as impaired diadochokinesis

have been reported in Autism Spectrum Conditions (ASC) too [24, 61].

It is possible to assess diadochokinesis, coordination skills and motor pro-

cessing abilities in typically developing children (CG) and children diagnosed

with Autism Spectrum Condition (both HFA and AS), through the use of

magneto-inertial devices applied to both wrists. Such kind of assessment is

objective, unobtrusive and can be performed also in an unstructured envi-

ronment provided that there are no ferro-magnetic objects or magnetic �eld
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source near the sensor (at least 1 meter).

The technology proposed was used in a pilot study on 31 consecutive sub-

jects (15 ASC; 16 CG) aged 5-14 years matched for age, gender and IQ to

evaluate the possible correlations between diagnosis, laterality, autistic traits

and kinematic indexes. The kinematic performance, laterality and the num-

ber of autistic traits were assessed respectively by means of magneto/inertial

sensors, Edinburgh Handedness Inventory test [62] and the children version

of the Autism-spectrum Quotient (AQ-Child) [31], validated in Italian.

While children were engaged in a role game in which they were asked to

perform the 12 actions listed in the Edinburgh handedness test, a clinician

scored each one: +1 right hand/foot; -1 left hand/foot; 0 both. Parents were

asked to ful�ll the AQ-Child test for quantifying the number of autistic traits,

in a continuum of severity, in all the subjects. The Total score (0-150) and

the sub-scores in �ve di�erent domains (Social Skills, Attention Switching,

Attention to detail, Communication and Imagination) were rated.

After the laterality assessment, children, seated on a wooden chair in

front of a table, were asked to perform 7 prono-supination trials. Kinematics

of the movement were recorded by means of two magneto/inertial sensors.

The two sensors (moving reference frames) were fastened to the wrists of the

children in order to have the x axis parallel to the arm and the z axis going

up. The two stylohyoid processes were used as repere points. A �xed global

reference frame was de�ned to report each measurement (Fig. 3.6.A-B).

In the �rst trial children were asked to perform the prono-supination

movement very accurately to assess their comfortable prono-supination ve-

locity. In the second trial children were asked to perform the task at the

maximum velocity they could in order to assess a sort of threshold of their

performance. In the following �ve trials children were asked to move their

limbs after a trigger acoustic stimulus at �ve di�erent frequencies from 1 to

5 stimuli per second. A real time visual feedback (in form of a 3-D cube on

a computer screen, representing the orientation of one wrist) was given to
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Figure 3.6: a) Child during the test; b) Magneto/Inertial reference frames

Figure 3.7: De�nition of prono-supination angle

children in order to make the test more appealing.

The following motor variables and indexes were considered:

� Prono-Supination Angle ϑ(t): the prono-supination angle has

been de�ned as the angle between the vertical plane (the plane between

the �xed vertical axis z0 and the moving axis x1 whose normal vector

n(t) is given by the cross product n(t) = x1(t)×z0 ) and the z1 moving

vertical axis. According to the previous de�nitions and with reference

to Fig. 3.7 the prono-supination angle can be de�ned as:
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sin(ϑ(t)) = z1(t) · n(t) (3.8)

z1
⊥(t) = sin(ϑ(t))n(t)

z1
‖(t) = z1(t)− z1

‖(t)

k(t) = unit(z1
‖(t))sign(z0 · z1(t))

cos(ϑ(t)) = z1(t) · k(t) (3.9)

From 3.8 and 3.9 there follows the prono-supination angle:

ϑ(t) = Atan2(
sin(ϑ(t))

cos(ϑ(t))
) (3.10)

Where z1(t)=R(:,3,t) is the unit vector of moving reference frame at

time t expressed in the �xed reference frame and unit(z1
‖(t)) = z1

‖/‖z1‖;

� Angular Velocity: it has been computed from the rotation ma-

trix according to the following relationship:

ω̂(t) = ˙R(t)R(t)T , ω̂(t) =

 0 −ωz0 ωy0

ωz0 0 −ωx0

−ωy0 ωx0 0

 (3.11)

� Linear Acceleration (ã(t)): it has been de�ned as:

ã(t) = ~a(t)−RT~g (3.12)

Where ~a(t) is the acceleration measured by the inertial-magnetic sensor

and ~g is the gravitational acceleration mapped on the moving reference

frame by means of RT .

� Main Prono-Supination Axis: It has been de�ned as the mean

orientation of the axis around which the prono-supination movement

takes place (see yellow axis in �g 3.8)
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� Prono-supination Frequency: It has been de�ned as the in-

verse of the mean period of a complete prono-supination movements.

The mean period T has been calculated using auto-correlation function

of ϑ(t) :

fa(τ) =

+∞∫
−∞

ϑs(t)ϑ(t− τ)dt (3.13)

both for right and left side (s).

� Inter-Axes Angle: It has been de�ned as the angle between the

two main prono-supination axes (left and right)

� Prono-Supination Range: It has been de�ned as the maximal

angular excursion during the movement:

PSR = max(ϑ(t))−min(ϑ(t)) (3.14)

� Delay (d): It has been de�ned as the value d at which the convolu-

tion function f(τ) is maximum:

f(τ) =

∫ +∞

−∞
−ϑr(t)ϑl(t− τ)dt

d : f(t = d) = max(f(τ)) (3.15)

In �gure 3.8 it is possible to see two typical plots of the kinematic data of

a male control subject (Fig.3.8.A) and a male ASD subject (Fig.3.8.B). For

each one, the prono-supination angle vs time according to (3.10) is plotted

(upper part of the �gure) as well as the orientation during the task, the

angular velocity and the main prono-supination axis (bottom part of the

�gure). The two reference frames have the same origin O. In particular axes

of the �xed reference frame, x0,y0and z0, are represented by solid colored

lines, respectively red, blue and green while axes of the mobile reference
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frame, x1, y1, and z1, by coloured dots, respectively red, blue and green: each

dot marks the end of the axis at time t. The black dots are the normalized

angular velocity: since movement is a pure rotation about a single axis, the

distribution of these dots should be linear as it can be seen by the �gure. The

yellow axis represent the mean direction of the normalized angular velocity.

Preliminary data analysis showed:

1. No between-group statistical signi�cant di�erence in the lateral prefer-

ence (Table 3.1).

2. A statistically signi�cant di�erence between ASC and CG in the AQ-

Child total score and Social Skills, Attention Switching, Communica-

tion and Imagination sub-scores (Table 3.1).

3. A statistically signi�cant di�erence between ASC and CG in the prono-

supination frequency at 3 Hz (right). (Table 3.1)

4. A signi�cant positive correlation between the Total AQ-Child and the

prono-supination angle (right and left) at 2 Hz and the prono-supination

frequency at 1 Hz, right and left, Table 3.2 (Fig.5 left).

5. A signi�cant negative correlation between the Total AQ-Child and the

prono-supination angle (left) at 5 Hz, Table 3.2 (Fig. 5B).

6. A signi�cant positive correlation between AQ-Child Social Skills and

the prono-supination angle (right and left) at 2 Hz and the prono-

supination frequency at 1 Hz (right and left), Table 3.2.

7. A signi�cant positive correlation between AQ-Child Attention Switch-

ing and the prono-supination frequency at 1 Hz (right and left), Table

3.2.

8. A signi�cant negative correlation between AQ-Child Attention to detail

and the prono-supination angle (left) at 5 Hz, Table 3.2.
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Figure 3.8: Prono-supination movements at 3Hz: A) control subject; B) HFA subject.
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9. A signi�cant positive correlation between AQ-Child Communication

and the prono-supination frequency at 1 Hz (right). Table 3.2.

10. A signi�cant negative correlation between AQ-Child Imagination and

the prono-supination angle (left) at 5 Hz Table 3.2.

11. A signi�cant positive correlation between AQ-Child Imagination and

the prono-supination frequency at 1 Hz (right). Table 3.2.

12. A signi�cant negative correlation between right-handedness and the

inter-axes angle at 3 Hz, the prono-supination angle (left) at 5 Hz and

the prono-supination frequency both right and left at 2-3 Hz. Table

3.3.

Right-handedness

Pearson Correlation Sig. (2-tailed)

Inter-axes

angle at 3 Hz

-0.39 0.03

Prono-supination

angle Left-5 Hz

-0.39 0.03

Prono-supination

freq. Right-2 Hz

-0.45 0.01

Prono-supination

freq. Left-2 Hz

-0.45 0.01

Prono-supination

freq. Right-3 Hz

-0.39 0.04

Prono-supination

freq. Left-3 Hz

-0.40 0.03

Table 3.3: Statistically signi�cant correlations � Handedness
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AQ-Child Total

Pearson Correlation Sig. (2-tailed)

Prono-supination

angle Right-2Hz +0.38 0.03

Prono-supination

angle Left-2Hz +0.40 0.02

Prono-supination

freq. Right-1 Hz +0.48 0.008

Prono-supination

freq. Left-1 Hz +0.38 0.04

Prono-supination

angle Left-5 Hz -0.42 0.02

AQ-Child Social Skills

Pearson Correlation Sig. (2-tailed)

Prono-supination

angle Right-2 Hz +0.42 0.02

Prono-supination

angle Left-2 Hz +0.43 0.01

Prono-supination

freq. Right-1 Hz +0.52 0.0004

Prono-supination

freq. Left-1 Hz +0.45 0.01

AQ-Child Attention Switching

Pearson Correlation Sig. (2-tailed)

Prono-supination

freq. Right-1 Hz +0.50 0.006

Prono-supination

freq. Left-1 Hz +0.42 0.02
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AQ-Child Attention to detail

Pearson Correlation Sig. (2-tailed)

Prono-supination

angle Left-5 Hz -0.41 0.02

AQ-Child Communication

Pearson Correlation Sig. (2-tailed)

Prono-supination

freq. Right-1 Hz +0.37 0.048

AQ-Child Imagination

Prono-supination

angle Left-5 Hz -0.39 0.03

Prono-supination

frequency Right-1 Hz 0.45 0.01

Table 3.2: Statistically signi�cant correlations � AQ-Child

From preliminary data analysis it seems that the presence of autistic

traits, detected through the AQ-Child, are related to the di�erent kinematic

indexes according to a bimodal pattern that is associated to the frequency

of prono-supination: At lower frequencies, which are very close to the com-

fortable one, it seems that the more autistic traits you display the better you

perform; at higher frequency (5Hz) the pattern seems to become the oppo-

site � i.e. the more autistic traits you show, the worse you perform. Further

more complex analyses are needed to con�rm these early preliminary results

and other research is warranted to better clarify the potentially peculiar pat-

terns of motor impairment and dyspraxia in ASC. However these �ndings

seem to be in agreement with the hypothesis of cerebellum as an interval

timing system [63, 64, 65], deputed to assess millisecond time intervals. The

reduced number of Purkinje cells modi�es the inhibitory cortical side loop in
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Figure 3.9: AQ-Child Tot/ Prono-supination angle Left-2 Hz and Prono-supination angle
Left-5Hz
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the cerebellar control system. Such alterations could a�ect the possibility to

discriminate the millisecond time intervals observed in ASC subject at higher

frequency, that is the ones which require a higher cerebellar control.
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Chapter 4

Conclusion

In this work, a novel technological approach called Neuro-Developmental En-

gineering is presented. Its main objective is to provide neuroscientists with

novel technological platforms for the unobtrusive and ecological assessment

of behavioral development in infants; these may lead to novel, quantita-

tive, objective, and cost-e�ective tools for detecting early signs of neuro-

developmental disorders.

A set of sensorized devices for human motor behaviour and neurodevelop-

mental milestone assessment has been designed: wearable devices and smart

toys. For all these devices, the design criteria take primarily into account

the �nal use: monitoring natural movement of a large number of babies in

a natural environment. For this reason, such devices have been designed

to operate in minimally structured environments, in ecological scenarios, as

standalone or in conjunction with other devices. In fact, we strongly believe

that early diagnosis of neurodevelopmental disorders will be made possible

not just by a single, perhaps sophisticated, device but by a multimodal as-

sessment of di�erent perceptual and motor domains. On the other hand,

low-cost technology is crucial for devices that are meant for early diagno-

sis: screening of a large number of infants would not be possible with costly

technology. After a technological state of the art review, magneto/inertial
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CHAPTER 4. Conclusion

sensors have been chosen. The design of an electronic core which could be

either wearable by 6 month old babies, or be embedded in toys like balls or

cubes has been carried out. A simple calibration procedure based on rotation

movements has been set up. Such procedure can be performed in an unstruc-

tured environment (ranging from fully unstructured home-like situations to

more structured situations such as Neonatal Intensive Care Units) and by

untrained personell.

Three applications are described, and data, where present, discussed:

wearable sensors for measuring spontaneous movements (upper and lower

limbs) in premature babies; an instrumented toy for assessment of manipu-

lation skills in infants from six months onward; a wearable magneto/inertial

module for objective assessment of motor impairments with focus on diado-

cockinetic movements in children.

The �rst few prototypes have recently been released to 4 children's clinical

centres in Europe and the challenge will be the interpretation of data recorded

in ecological scenarios with the aim of detecting potential abnormalities in

development.
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Appendix A

Electronic Design: part list and

schematic

Exported from IMU.sch at 30/01/2009 12.34.12

EAGLE Version 4.16r2 Copyright (c) 1988-2006 CadSoft

Part Value Device Package Library Sheet

C1 15pF C-EUC1206 C1206 rcl 1

C2 15pF C-EUC1206 C1206 rcl 1

C3 15pF C-EUC1206 C1206 rcl 1

C4 15pF C-EUC1206 C1206 rcl 1

C5 15pF C-EUC1206 C1206 rcl 1

C6 15pF C-EUC1206 C1206 rcl 1

C7 0.1uF C-EUC1206 C1206 rcl 1

C8 100uF C-EUC1206 C1206 rcl 1

C9 0.1uF C-EUC1206 C1206 rcl 1

C10 0.1uF C-EUC1206 C1206 rcl 1

C11 0.1uF C-EUC1206 C1206 rcl 1

C12 0.1uF C-EUC1206 C1206 rcl 1

C13 0.1uF C-EUC1206 C1206 rcl 1
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Part Value Device Package Library Sheet

C14 0.1uF C-EUC1206 C1206 rcl 1

C15 0.1uF C-EUC1206 C1206 rcl 1

C16 4.7uF CPOL-EUE2,5-6E E2,5-6E rcl 1

C17 0.1uF C-EUC1206 C1206 rcl 1

C18 10uF C-EUC1206 C1206 rcl 1

C19 0.1uF C-EUC1206 C1206 rcl 1

C20 100uF C-EUC1206 C1206 rcl 1

C21 16pF C-EUC1206 C1206 rcl 1

C22 16pF C-EUC1206 C1206 rcl 1

C23 100uF C-EUC1206 C1206 rcl 1

IC2 TC-1262-3.3 LM340MP-05 SOT223 linear 1

IC3 LM2931 78L05Z TO92 linear 1

IC4 PIC16F876SO PIC16F876SO SO28W microchip 1

IC5 7805T 7805T TO220H linear 1

LED1 LED3MM LED3MM led 1

MAG_1 MAG_02 MAG_02 MAG_02 custom 1

MAX1 MAX1238 MAX1238 QSOP16 custom 1

Q1 20MHz CRYSTALSM49 SM49 crystal 1

Q2 20 MHz CRYSTALSM49 SM49 crystal 1

Q3 20 MHz CRYTALSM49 SM49 crystal 1

Q4 20 MHZ CRYSTALSM49 SM49 crystal 1

R1 47K R-EU_R1206 R1206 rcl 1

R2 47K R-EU_R1206 R1206 rcl 1

R3 47K R-EU_R1206 R1206 rcl 1

R4 330R R-EU_R1206 R1206 rcl 1

R5 470k R-EU_R1206 R1206 rcl 1

R6 470k R-EU_R1206 R1206 rcl 1

R7 47k R-EU_R1206 R1206 rcl 1
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Part Value Device Package Library Sheet

R8 120k R-EU_R1206 R1206 rcl 1

R9 68k R-EU_R1206 R1206 rcl 1

R10 2.2k R-EU_R1206 R1206 rcl 1

R11 2.2k R-EU_R1206 R1206 rcl 1

R12 2.2k R-EU_R1206 R1206 rcl 1

R13 2.2k R-EU_R1206 R1206 rcl 1

R14 2.2k R-EU_R1206 R1206 rcl 1

R15 2.2k R-EU_R1206 R1206 rcl 1

U$1 LED3MM LED3MM led 1

U$12 PROMI2 PROMI2 PROMI2 custom 1

U$13 MAX232_TI SO16 custom 1

U1 PIC16F876 SO-28W pic16f87x 1

U2 PIC16F876 SO-28W pic16f87x 1

U3 PIC16F876 SO-28W pic16f87x 1

X1 FSIDE-6 FSIDE-6 con-amp 1

X2 FSIDE-6 FSIDE-6 con-amp 1

X3 FSIDE-6 FSIDE-6 con-amp 1

X4 FSIDE-6 FSIDE-6 con-amp 1
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CHAPTER A. Electronic Design: part list and schematic
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Appendix B

Calibration Procedure

The calibration procedure proposed is speci�cally designed in order to be ex-

ecuted from untrained personell and suitable for unstructured and ecological

environments: it does not require any particular additional instruments, such

as devices for accurate alignment, and it can be executed without modify en-

vironment conditions, for example without using additional knowing �eld.

All it needs is a wooden box into which put the instrumented toys which

have to be calibrated. The instrumented toy (of whatever shape) is secured

inside a wooden box, shaped as a parallelepiped, so that the toy would not

move as the box is displaced around. The box is placed on a wooden table

and it is used as a reference frame for the turning movements the calibration

procedure is composed by. Three overall movement sequences are needed:

one for each kind of sensor.

Accelerometers The box is placed on the table on its A face (Fig. 1).

After about two seconds (Waiting Time), it is smoothly (i.e. avoiding shocks)

tilted by 90 deg (Fig. 2) along one edge, this is repeated four times until

the box returns in the initial position doing an overall rotation of 360 deg

(rotation 1). The whole procedure is repeated around a di�erent horizontal

axis (rotation 2)
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CHAPTER B. Calibration Procedure

Figure B.1: Accelerometer calibration: movement sequence

Gyroscopes The box is placed on the table on its E face (Fig. 1). After

about two seconds (Waiting Time), it is smoothly tilted by 90 deg (Fig. 3)

along the edge between faces B, E in position II (with B face of the box

parallel and in contact with the table). From position II the box is tilted

by 90 deg along the edge between faces A, B in position III (with A face of

the box parallel and in contact with the table). From position III the box is

tilted by 90 deg along the edge between faces A, F in the �nal position (with

F face of the box parallel and in contact with the table).

Figure B.2: Gyroscope calibration: movement sequence

Magnetometers The box is placed on the table on its B face (Fig. 1).

After about two seconds (Waiting Time), an approximately 360 deg rotation

(Fig. 4) is performed by keeping B face of the box always parallel and in

contact with the table (rotation 1). The box is tilted by 90 deg (rotation

2) along one edge (highlighted in yellow) in position II. In this position a

second approximately 360 deg rotation is performed on C face (rotation 3).
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CHAPTER B. Calibration Procedure

Figure B.3: Magnetometer calibration: movement sequence

This procedure is repeted until to arrive in position IV (D face parallel and

in contact with the table).
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